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Chapter 1866 The Rest Is Not Important

Kai looked at Nicole’s reaction with confusion and thought, This shouldn’t b e her
reaction!

“Aren’t you surprised? Clayton’s approach is so different from his usual style!

Nicole wrinkled her eyebrows. “I’m not surprised. Isn’t this a normal reaction?”

Kai was speechless and thought, ‘Am I the only one who was shocked by the
whole thing?

Nicole rolled her eyes.

“Kai, you’ve really learned nothing from being in the entertainment industry for s
o long. How can you look at people so superficially? How can I not know what
kind of person my husband is? To me, nothing he does can cover the fact that he’s
a sincere and kind person. The rest is

not important to me either.”

Before the wedding, Floyd and Grant had already talked to Nicole about it.

They comprehensively analyzed what kind of person Clayton was.

Regardless of how well Nicole knew him, she felt that loving him was worthwhile.

Kai pursed his lips. He was completely convinced.

Clayton’s actions only shocked him.

Nicole asked about some other things that happened in the past two days as well
as the progress of the company.

Kai obediently replied, especially about the company’s affairs. Nicole was
frowning as she listened to it. She wanted to reprimand Kai, but she knew that it
was not right to do so.

After all, Kai was considered to be of big help. It was already a pleasant surprise

that he did not make Stanton Corporation go bankrupt.



Nicole paused and was just about to call Grant when she heard familiar footsteps
approaching. Clayton pushed the door open with a little anxiety in his eyes.

She put down her phone and smiled.

Clayton walked over like a gentleman and sighed.

“I was afraid that you were too hungry, s o I rushed them to make it. It’s still hot.
Try it.”

Clayton gently opened the container. The fragrance of the porridge diffused out,
and Nicole suddenly felt hungry.

However, because she just woke up, she could only eat a few bites.

The next day when Nicole was discharged from the hospital, Floyd brought
Chatty over to pick Nicole up.

Nicole took a good look at Chatty again and felt her heart turn into mush

She thought, ‘How could I almost forget such a beautiful daughter?”

Stanton Mansion

Aida brought her son over to celebrate Nicole’s discharge from the hospital and
had already started preparations with Grant at the mansion

When Nicole arrived home, everyone

casually hugged each other

Grant’s son, Levi, could already walk with the help of others

When Levi saw Chatty in Nicole’s arms, h e happily kissed the baby a few times
before Clayton silently carried his daughter away

Everyone finished their meal and sat down to chat.

Clayton naturally held Chatty on his lap.

Grant was discussing the upcoming plan.

Floyd did not agree for Nicole to go backt o the office so soon.

“You’d better rest for a while longer. Your big brother and third brother will help
with the company. Your health is the top priority!”



Aida also nodded along. “You’ve had two consecutive hospitalizations, so your
body must be very weak. You should rest well and think about your health first.
Clayton, what do you think?”

She gave Clayton a look.

Clayton paused, glanced at Nicole, and smiled as he spoke.

“I’ll support her no matter what she decides to do.”

Kai rolled his eyes and said, “Although it i s very tiring to manage the company
and I’ve had enough of it, your health is more inamartint cadanlı fara it)
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Chapter 1867 Make Me Look Bad

In less than half a month, almost everyone got the news that Nicole had
recovered and would soon return to the office.

Kai also gradually handed over the work i n his hands back to Grant and Nicole.He
was really relieved.

The day Kai left Stanton Corporation, he wanted to jump up in joy and celebrate
his freedom.

Nicole chose one of the days to go to the office to organize some materials.

She went early in the morning and attended three or four meetings back to back.

Originally, Nicole just wanted to sit in for a while and leave, but she could not get
away.

She was career-minded again.

Previously, she was mentally stuck in her teens and only knew how to have fun.
Thus, now that she regained her memory, she knew her priorities,

It was already evening by the time she got off work.

Unconsciously, it felt like the old days again.



Clayton called her a few times. He went to the office for a while and went home
to spend time with Chatty since she was especially clingy to Clayton. She could
not be separated from her father for a moment.

Seeing that it was almost time, Nicole took her things and walked out.

Logan stood outside and was about to go i n to notify Nicole but suddenly
stopped.

Nicole froze for a moment. “What’s wrong?

Logan pursed his lips and said, “Gerard Lichman of J&L Corporation is here. He
said that he came to talk to you about next quarter’s contract…”

Nicole wrinkled her eyebrows slightly.

Why did Gerard come over at this time?

Besides, there was not even one bit of news from him before.

“Tell him to make an appointment. Or, he can talk to Grant.”

Nicole looked at the time and did not want to delay her schedule.

She had a dinner appointment with Yvette. If she took too long, Yvette would get
annoyed.

Logan was just about to open his mouth when a man walked out from the
opposite conference room. He was tall with nice features. The silver-framed
glasses that h e was wearing reflected a cold glint, and

his pressed suit made him look like a calm gentleman

It was Gerard Lichman. He raised his eyebrows slightly and smiled as he walked
over.

“Ms. Stanton, it’s been a while. Why are you making me look bad? We’re old
acquaintances, to say the least, but it’s so difficult to even see you.”

Nicole narrowed her eyes and glanced at Logan.

She curled her lips and spoke lightly.

“Mr. Lichman, if you’d made an appointment in advance, I’d naturally have to set
aside some time for you. But unfortunately, I already have an appointment
tonight, so I can’t entertain you.”

Gerard came unannounced. Moreover, they still needed to observe the situation
for the current cooperation between



Stanton Corporation and J&L Corporation. Thus, Nicole would not be so eager to
please him.

Gerard laughed in a low voice. He had a casual attitude and did not take Nicole’s
coldness to heart.

“It’s my fault for coming without an appointment, but I purposely came heret o
visit you, Ms. Stanton. Since you’re back in charge of Stanton Corporation, there
are greater expectations for our cooperation. I also hope that we can work
together as we did before.”

Nicole lowered her eyes, paused, and nodded with a smile.

“Mr. Lichman, you think too much. Our companies can cooperate for mutual
benefit because we trust each other. We at Stanton Corporation are certainly
happyt o see this.”

Gerard smiled. “I’m assured now that

un matu Lont disturhuurdato

I’ve met you, so I won’t disturb your date. Why don’t I walk you downstairs Ms.
Stanton?”

Nicole looked at him quietly for a moment.

Initially, she had a good impression of J& L Corporation because of its innovation
ability and market positioning. In a very short time, they also managed to occupy
a good standing in the industry.

The previous cooperation also achieved unexpectedly good results.

However, the only drawback was that J&L Corporation was backed by Ferguson
Corporation’s power.

Ferguson Corporation provided Gerard with a great platform and opportunities,
but also to a certain extent, it also cut off a lot of his opportunities.

NO
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Chapter 1868 Your Acquaintance

Even if this cooperation would have good returns for the time being, Stanton
Corporation would not get more benefits i n the long run.



Once Stanton Corporation relied on J&L Corporation’s core technology, it would
b e difficult to get out and develop by themselves.

Thus, Nicole did not expect much from the cooperation between the two sides.

She had her own plans to develop her own core technology.

Gerard looked at Nicole with a smile. “It’s on the way anyway. We can talk more
as well. Ms. Stanton, you won’t refuse to even spare a few minutes, right?”

“Of course not. I’ve been negligent lately. Next time, I’ll definitely make time for
you, Mr. Lichman.”

Nicole smiled and spoke.

Gerard smiled meaningfully, raised his eyebrows, and took the initiative to press
the elevator button. He then bowed and extended his hand like a gentleman.

“Ms. Stanton, please…”

Nicole smiled and followed.

TODOS

Logan did not follow them.

Inside the elevator.

It was not exactly quiet.

Gerard said, “Ms. Stanton, I heard that you’ve lost your memory for some reason.
I didn’t expect that you would still remember me. I’m really honored.”

Nicole shot a glance at Gerard and faintly withdrew her gaze.

“Don’t worry, whether I forget you or not, it won’t affect the cooperation
between our companies.”

Gerard’s face stiffened. “Ms. Stanton, I wonder if you still remember the request
you made to J&L Corporation when we first met?!

Nicole replied, “Mr. Lichman, why do you keep bringing up the past when you
know that I’ve lost my memory?”

“I’m sorry. I didn’t know that mentioning these would cause you discomfort. Ms.
Stanton, I hope that you won’t blame me for being abrupt.”



Nicole did not respond and thought, Gerard somehow knew that I lost my
memory, but not many people knew

about this matter. Did he come to inquire about me? But he doesn’t even know
that I just recovered my memory. Since he doesn’t know, I’ll just continue
pretending

The elevator arrived.

The two people stepped out side by side.

An unfamiliar vehicle was parked at the entrance.

Gerard smiled. “That’s my car, and my acquaintance is inside. Ms. Stanton, do you
want to say hello?”

Nicole narrowed her eyes and paused. Her face sank slightly.

“Mr. Lichman, since it’s your acquaintance, I won’t intrude.”

Nicole had an intuition that the person in the car was someone that she did not

want to see.

Otherwise, why would Gerard purposely come here and leave so simply just to
bring her down to see this person?

Gerard walked up to Nicole. There was some urgency in his tone.

“Ms. Stanton, it’s also your acquaintance. You knew him before you lost your
memory.”

Nicole did not listen to continue. She just turned around and walked in the other
direction.

“Hey, Ms. Stanton…”

The person inside the car suddenly got out.

Nicole suddenly heard a deep and hoarse voice.

“Nicole….”

She paused in her footsteps.

It was a somewhat familiar voice.

Nicole took a deep breath.



She thought that Eric had left her world and that she had been set free, but why
was he still everywhere?

Eric caught up to Nicole and stood still behind her.

“Do you… Still remember me?”
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